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Introduction

The present paper is concerned with the formal power series solution of
the stationary axially symmetric vacuum (SAV) Einstein equations. By using
a formal Riemann-Hilbert problem we shall present an explicit formula repre-
senting the formal solution in terms of a certain oo x oo matrix ξ . The space
FO of all formal solutions corresponding to the SAV space-times which has the
formal Ernst potentials will be determined exactly. The asymptotically flat
SAV space-times constitute a subset of F0.

A four-dimensional manifold M with a Lorentz metric g is said to be sta-
tionary axially symmetric if the metric g is time-independent and invariant
under the rotation around an axis. Let Ri} be the Ricci tensor of the metric
g. In addition to being stationary axially symmetric, if the Einstein equations
Rij=Q hold on M, then the space (M, g) is called a SAV space-itme. In case
(Λf, g) is a SAV space-time, by an appropriate choice of the local coordinates
(#, p, x1, of) the Einstein equations are reduced to the differential equation for
a 2x2 matrix function h of the variables, z and p (cf. Belinskii-Zakharov [1])

( 1 ) θάpdeh h-^+dάpd h h-1) = 0

where 3Z=3/9Z and 9P— 9/9p. Further the geometrical restrictions are imposed
on h: the matrix h is symmetric and det(A)— — p2. We shall consider the formal
power series solution λe?/(2, R[[z, p]]) whose twist potentials are also elements
of ?/(2, Λ[[#, p]]) (cf. Section 1). The asymptotically flat SAV space-times are
included in this category (cf. Introduction of Hauser-Ernst [6]).

Recently, much progress has been made on the inverse scattering approach
to equation (1), see Hauser-Ernst [5], [6], Belinskii-Zakharov [1] and Maison
[7]. See also Cosgrove [2] for the relationship between these works. In these

* The author was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, Ministry of
Education



50 K. NAGATOMO

approaches the various Lax pairs for equation (1) are proposed to describe the
symmetry group of the space of the solutions (Hauser-Ernst), the soliton solu-
tions (Belinskii-Zakharov) and the integrability (Maison). Our present method
is based on the fact that the action of the symmetry group for the solutions of
the SAV Einstein equations is transitive. In particular, any solution is gener-
ated from the solution corresponding to Minkowski space (cf. Geroch [4],
Hauser-Ernst [6]). In the present paper we use the Lax pair introduced in

Belinskii-Zakharov [1]. However our normalization of the Ψ-potential is dif-
ferent from that of Belinskii-Zakharov and has the following properties
(1) The Ψ -potential of Minkowksi space has a simple expression; see below.
(ii) The solution of our formal Riemann-Hilbert problem is described by a certain

oo x oo matrix ξ.

By using these properties we can get an explicit formula representing the solu-
tion.

Our study of the SAV Einstein equations is as follows. By setting U==
pdph h"1 and V=pdzh h~l we have the first order differential equations

(2) 9pί/+9zF=0, p(dzU-dpV)+V+[U,V] = Q.

If h(z, p) is a member of F"0, then we have U(z, p), V(z, p)e?/(2, R[[z, p]]) (cf.
Subsection 2.1). Conversely let us suppose that U(z, p), F(#, p)e?/(2, R[[z, p]])

is a solution of equation (2). If there exists a formal power series solution

A(*, p) of

(3) pdβh=U h, pdzh=V h

satisfying the conditions th=h and det(A)— — p2, then one has λ(#, p)e V0.
The Lax equation for (2) introduced in Belinskii-Zakharov [1] is expressed

as the integrability conditions of the overdetermined system of linear differential
equations

( 4 ) DJP(*, p, w) •'= U(x, p)Ψ(*, p, to) , DjP(x, p, to) = V(z, p)Ψ(s, p, to)

where D1=wdg+pdp-
!r2wdw, D2=pdz—wdp and w is a real parameter independent

of z and p. In this paper we require the solution Ψ(#, p, w)> which is called the

Ψ-potential, to be of the form ψ(*, p, to) = Σ?-0 Ψ*(*, ρ)«>~Λ Ψ*(*, p) ̂
?l(2, R[[z, p]]) with Ψ(0, 0, w)= 1, Ψ0(#, ρ)=l. These requirements make a di-
erence between our present work and Belinskii-Zakharov [1].

In our approach it suffices to find Ψ(#, p, zΰ) which has the property:

(P) /VP(*, p, to) [Ψ(*, p, w)]-1 and D2Ψ(z, p, to) [Ψ(*, p, w)]"1 are independent
of the variable w.

In the case of Minkowski space, which is the trivial example of the SAV space-
time, we have
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w—Lz

0 1

where exp((p2/2z0)9z) denotes the infinite order differential operator exp((p2/2z0)9z)

— ΣΓ-o ((p2/2zΰ)dz)
k/k\. We shall show that if for some invertible element

w(£)eΞ^/(2, Λ[[ί]]), Ψ(#, p, z0) exρ((p2/2z0)9z){w(20—2#) [Ψ(0)(#, 0, ztf)]"1} contains

no negative power of w (Riemann-Hilbert problem), then Ψ(#, p, w) has the

property (P) (Lemma). For any invertible element u(t) of ?/(2, /? [[£]]) the

existence and uniqueness of Ψ(#, p, w) shall be proved. Further an explicit

formula representing the oo x oo matrix ξ associated with the Ψ-potential is

given (Theorem 1), where ξ is an matrix Λf=(f f V) l eZf/ <o,-flvG^/(2, R[[z, p]])

with the condition Λ£—ξC, fί;—δ, , l for i,j<0 where A=(Si+ltjl)itjGZ and

= Γ(δ, +1., l), <-u<o

L (-Ψ-, ), <0 ^

Therefore one may expect that the conditions for the formal solutions h(z, p)

of equation (3) satisfying th=h and det(λ) — — p2 to exists are expressed in

terms of u(t). In fact we shall prove that these conditions are det(u(£))=l and
Ui2(t)==^u2i(fy (Theorem 2). Further any ξ -matrix associated with a member of

VQ is obtained by the formula given in Theorem 2 (Theorem 3).

Recently Nakamura [8] proposed a linearization of the SAV Einstein equa-

tions under certain Ansatz. The differential operators which describe the p

developmen of the solution appeared in [8] and in this paper are essentially

the same. But the relation between these two approaches remains unclear at

the present time.
The present paper is organized as follows. The main results (Lemma and

Theorem 1, 2, 3) are stated in Section 1. In Section 2 we study the initial

value problem of the SAV Einstein equations in formal category, Lemma is

proved in Section 3. A proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 4. We prove

Theorem 2, 3 in Section 5.

The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor N. Ikeda

and Professor S. Tanaka for their encouragement and is heartily grateful to the

referee for his valuable comments on the present work.

1. Preliminaries and statement of results

Suppose given a SAV space-time. Taking an appropriate local coordi-

nates system (#, p, x1, x2), we can write its metric in the form g~ £2Γ(<fe2+rfp2)+

^Σatb=ιί2hβbdxadxb where the metric coefficients F and hab are scalar functions of

only two variables, z and p. Indeed, the matrix h=(hab) is symmetric, i.e.,
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(1.1) tA = A .

By using the freedom of the remaining choice of z and p we can impose on
the matrix h the following supplementary condition:

(1.2) det(U = -/>' .

In this coordinates system (WeyΓs canonical coordinates system) the essential
part of the Einstein equations is

(1.3) dt,(pdfh h-1)+d,(pdth'h-1) = 0.

The function Γ is determined by the rest of the Einstein equatioms
29(,Γ=-/s-

1+(4p)-1Tr(t/2-J>r2)) 29,Γ=(2p)-1Tr([/F) where U=pQth h~l and

By virtue of the condition (1.2) and the identity for any 2x2 amtrix g

(1.4)

-Γ ° Ί.L-i oj'
with 6= , equation (1.3) is rewritten in the form dp(ρ~1hεdph)+

dg(ρ~1hεdgh)=Q. Hence there exists uniquely up to additive constants a 2x2
matrix function /(#, p) such that

(1.5) QJ^p^hedJ, dj=-p~1hεd(>h.

We call this/(#, p) the twist potential of h(x, p).
We let denote F0 the set of formal power series solutions h(zy p)e

?/(2, R[[ZJ p]]) whose twist potentials are also elements of ?/(2, R[[%, p]]). In
this paper we consider the formal power series solutions h(z, p)e F0.

For any member of F0, U(z, p) and F(#, p) are elements of ^/(2, R[[z, p]])
(cf. section 2) and satisfy the first order differential equations

-0, p(dgU-dPV)+V+[U, F] =
(1.6)

Equation (1.6) is expressed as the compatibility conditions of the overdetermined
system of differential equations

(1.7) AΨ(*> P, «0 = U(x, p)Ψ(*, p, w) , D2Ψ(z, p, w) = V(x, p)Ψ(*, p, ctf)

where Z>1=ίθ3z+p9p+2«?3M,, D2=pdg—zΰdp and w is a real parameter independent
of z and p. In these equations we require Ψ(#, p, «σ) to be a formal power
series of the form
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> />, «0 = ΣΓ.o Ψ*(«, p)«r*, Ψ(0, 0, w) = 1,

Ψ0(*,p) = l .
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(1.8)

If A(#, p) is a member of F"0, a formal power series solution Ψ(#, p, e0) of
equation (1.7) with the condition (1.8) surely exists uniquely, which we call the
Ψ-potential of h. Conversely if we can find {Ψ(#, p, rt), Ufa p), F(#, p)} subject
to (1.7) and (1.8), then {Ufa p), V(zy p)} is a solution of equation (1.6). Fur-
thermore if there exists h(z, p)e?/(2, R[[z, p]]) with (1.1) and (1.2) such that

(1.9)

then A(#, p) is a member of F0.

In the following we shall give an explicit formula representing the large
class of solutions of equation (1.6) by using the linear differential equation (1.7)
and shall show that any member of F0 is recovered by the equation (1.9) by taking
appropriate U and V which are constructed through our formula.

Let us suppose a formal power sreies of the form (1.8) has the property

(P) D.Ψfa p, co) - [ψfa p,
of the parameter w.

D2Ψfa p, w) [ψ(*, p, w)]-1 are independent

Then we may easily see that Dλψfa p, w) Ψ[fa p, w)]"1=dtΨ1fa p),

D2Ψ(z, p, w) [Ψ(*, p, «0]~I==-8pΨι(*. P) Therefore U^Q&fa p) and Γ=
— θpΨ^^r, p) satisfy equation (1.6).

We first show the next Lemma, which is concerned with a solution of a
formal version of a Riemann-Hilbert problem.

Lemma. Let u(t) be an invertϊble element of ?/(2, Λ[[ί]]) and Ψ(#, p, w)

be a formal power series of the form (1.8). If X+(z, p, to) can be defined by

X+fa p, tf) = Ψ(*, p, w) exp - 9z
- 0

W

0 1

and contains no negative power of w, then Ψ(#, p, w) has the property (P).

REMARK 1.1. The operator exp((p2/2«?)9z) denotes the infinite order diffe-
rential operator defined by exρ((p2/2a?)92) =ΣΓ-o ((p2βw)}Qz)

klk\.

REMARK 1.2. The matrix appeared in Lemma is a value of

0 1
[Ψ(0)(#, p, w)Yl at the axis p=0 where Ψ(0)(#, p, «?) is the Ψ-potential of
Minkowski space-time. More precisely
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zϋ
0

p,w) = exp((^/2w)8.)

0 1

By using the notion of the ξ-matrix we shall construct Ψ(#, p, zσ) with
property (P) for a given invertible element w(ί)e^(2, JB[[ί]]). Recal that the ξ-

matrix is an oo X oo matrix ξ=(ξij)isz,j«» ?<ve^(2> Λ[[af, p]]) with the condition

Aξ=ξC, £,,=δwl for »,/<0 where Λ=(δί+1,yl),,^ and C=

The relation fo./— — Ψ_, y<0 gives us the one to one correspondence between
Ψ and ξ. Let Ψ(0)(#, p, so) be the Ψ-potential of Minkowski space-time. We
shall define an oo x oo matrix Ξ=(Bίy)t ez,y<0 by

H,/*, p) = Σ^o^

(1.10)

Wk(x) = Σϊ-o -l-ttW(-2«) ΨΪ>3(*, 0) ,

where u™=— u, [Ψ(0)(^, p, zί?)]"1 = Σ~β0 ^
(m0)*(^, p)^"* and we set

, p)=0 for m<0. Since ΨL0)*(^, .0)=0- for m>2, W^(^) can be defined
for any k^Z. We shall show the following:

Theorem 1. Let u(t) be an invertible element of ^/(2, Λ [[£]]) and Ξ(^, p)
be the oo x oo matrix defined by (1.10). Then one has

(1) The oo x oo matrix E(_)(#, p)=(Eί; (#, ρ))ij«> is invertible and the product

£(a, p)=B(ar, p) (B(_)K p))'1 is well defined.

(2) The formal power series Ψ(#, p, «?)— 1+ΣSΓ-ι (~~?o,-ft(^> p))w~k ™ ̂ e unique
one which satisfies the assumption in Lemma with respect to w(ί)e?/(2, /£[[#, p]]).
Therefore Ψ(^, ρ> zϋ) has the property (P).

(3) Denote d.Ψ^y p) tfflJ —θpψ^', p) fry C/[w](^, p) flmί ^M( ,̂ p), respectively.
Then {U[u](z, p), ϊ̂ [w](̂ , p) is a solution of equation (1.6)

REMARK 1.3. The statement (3) of Theorem 1 is immediately derived

from the fact (2) as before.

Let U[u] and V[u] be the ones given in Theorem 1. If we choose a special
family of u(t), then equation

(1.90 pdph = U[u] h , pdzh = V[u} h

has a solution /ψ/]e?/(2, /2[[^r, p]]) satisfying the conditions (1.1) and (1.2).
In this case the above h[u] is a member of F0. In more detail we shall show
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that:

Theorem 2. If det(u(i))=l and ul2(t)=Fu2l(t), then there exists a solution
h[u] of equation (1.9') satisfying the condition (1.1) and (1.2). Hence h[u] is a
solution of the stationary axially symmetric vacuum Einstein equations.

Equation (1.3) has the gauge transformation group which corresponds to
the choice of WeyPs canonical coordinates system. By a special choice of
gauge and the condition (1.2) we may assume that at the axis p=0 (cf. sub-
section 2.1)

(i) A(*,0) = _ ( > 8A* °) = ° for some /(*)«=«[[*]]

(1.11)

(ii) ¥>(*, 0) = Γ2* °1 QpΨ^, 0) = 0 and χ(0) = 0
[_/C(2j υj

for some χ(*)eΛ[[*]].

Under the assumption (i) and (ii) a solution h of equatoin (1.3) is uniquely
determined by/(#) and %(#) (cf. subsection 2.1). We shall prove that:

Theorem 3. Suppose h(z, p) be a solution of equation (1.1) (1.2) and (1.3)
satisfying (i) and (ii). Let u(t) be the element of ?/(2, -R[[ί]]) such that

ll f
f( 2

Then h(z, p)=A[ιι](a, p).

REMARK 1.4. For any h(z, p)e F0 satisfying (i) and (ii) of (1.11), the func-
tion Γ(#, p) is an element of ?/(2, /£[[#, p]]).

2. Gauge conditions

2.1. The ίf-potential. Following Hauser-Ernst [6] we shall introduce
the //"-potential and give the equivalent form of equation (1.3), which is called
Hauser-Ernst equations. The well-known Ernst equation is deduced as the
integrability condition of the Hausre-Ernst equations. The important fact is
that all components of the //-potential are uniquely determined by a solution
of the Ernst equation (cf. [3]) up to the gauge transformations. In this Sub-
section we shall choose an appropriate gauge which is useful for our discussion.

Let h(z, p) be a member of F0 and/(#, p) be the twist potential of h(z, p).
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Define a 2x2 complex matrix function H(z, ρ)=(Hab(zy p)), which is called the
//-potential, by H=—h-{-iJ, i= \/—l. Then equation (1.3) is equivalent to

(2.1) -ipdzH = h6dpH , ipdpH=hεdgH.

This equivalence is easily verified by using the identity (1.4) and equation (1.5).
Since the matrix h is symmetric, we have H—tH—i(J—tJ)=—2aiε with some
real scalar function α(#, p). With the aid of equation (1.5) and hεh=—p2 we
get 9pα£=0 and 9,α£ =— 8 . Hence we may assume that

(2.2) H-Ή=2izε.

We define β:=H22, f:=Reβ=— h^ and %:=/22. The equations derived
from equations (1.2), (2.1) and (2.2) are as follows (see Hauser-Ernst [6]):

9 Jπ =
( ' '

By a direct calculation we have the Ernst equation for 6

(2.4)
as the integrability condition for equation (2.3). It is easily shown that all
components of H are uniquely determined by Q up to the following gauge
transformations

(2.5) H -> H+iB, z -> #+—(B12-B2l)

and

(2.6) H-^tSHS, #->(detS>, p-»(detS)p

where B=(Bab) is any real 2x2 constant matrix and S is an element of
GL(2, R) (Also see Hauser-Ernst [6]). Equation (2.1) with the conditions (1.2)
and (2.2) are invariant under the transformations (2.5) and (2.6). These trans-
formations are derived from the following facts. The twist potential / is not
uniquely defined by equation (1.5). It remains arbitrary up to transformation
J-+J-}-B. Also if the ignorable variables xa of WeyPs canonical coordinates
are subject to transformation (λ?1, tf2)—^(tf1, tf2)**?""1, then we have h^-tShS.

We can use the transformations (2.5) and (2.6) to make H(Q, 0) =
Ό 0 Ί

, Im<?(0, 0)=0. Then by using equation (2.3) and (2.4) we can
<?(0, 0)J
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prove that on the axis p=0 the if-potential H has the form (cf. [6])

(2.7) "(*'°)

(2.8) (8pfl)(a, 0) = 0 .

The next proposition is concerned with the initial value problem at the
axis p=0.

Proposition 2.1. Let f(z), )C(z)<=R[[z]] andf(z) be invertible. Then there
exists a unique solution £(2, ρ)^C[[z, p]] of the Ernst equation (2.4) such thai
£(*, 0)=/(a)+*X(*).

Proof. In terms of /(#, p)=Re<?(#, p) and %(#, p)=Im(#, p), the Ernst
equation is written as

*%) = 2p{8,/8Pχ+8,/8Iχ>.

Substituting /(a, p)=Σ3Γ-o/*(«)p* and χ(a, p)=ΣΓ-o %*(*)p*, we have /0(
=0,/o(«)%1(*)=0 and for any m^O

(2.9) Σ

+ΣΓ.o {3

(2.10) Σ?-+β2 Ay.+I.4(a)X*(*) = ΣΓ-

Since /(#) is invertible, we can find niductively all fk(z) and %*(#) from equa-
tions (2.9) and (2.10). q.e.d.

Combining our gauge condition and Proposition 2.1, we have that:

Proposition 2.2. The H-potential is uniquely determined in our gauge by the
conditions on the axis p=0

Γ 0 0 1
H(%, ϋ) = \ , (9pίί) (#, 0) = 0 , ϊm£(0, 0) = 0 .

L—2ώ £(*, 0)J

2.2. The Ψ-potential. In this subsection we shall prove that for any
h(z, p)e FO there exists uniquely the Ψ-potential of h(z> p). We give the con-
ditions for the formal power series Ψ(#, p, zΰ) with property (P) to have the
solution h(z, p)e^/(2, R[[%, p]]) of equation (1.9) satisfying the conditions (1.1)
and (1.2).
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For any h(z, p) e V0, substituting the expression Ψ(z, p, w) = ΣΓ-o Ψ*(«, p)w~*
into equation (1.7), we find infinite number of conservation laws

, p) = t/(*, p)ψt(*, p) ,

(2.1 1) P8.Ψ4(*, p)-8,Ψm(*. p) = F(*, p)Ψ*(*, p) ,

Ψt(0, 0) = 0

for A> 1. The relation for A— 0 is

(2.12) U(x, p) = 8.ΨΛ*. p) ,

The potential Ψ^s, p) and the twist potential /(#, p) are essentially same.

Recall that /(#, p) is defined as a solution of differential equations dxj=
—p~lhεd?h and dpj=ρ~1hβdzh. By using the identity h£h=—p28, we have
dz

tj€=pdph h~1 and dp

tjε=—ρdzh h~1. Hence in our gauge conditions we get

(2.13) Ψ1(Λ>P) = y(*,p)e.

The coefficients Ψ*(#, p) of w~k of Ψ(^, p, 20) for Λ>2 is uniquely determi-
ned by equation (2.11).

Substituting (2.12) into the second of equation (1.6), we have

(2.14) p(9ίΨι+β;Ψι)-8pΨι-β,Ψι, 9d^i] = 0 .

The gauge conditions for the potential Ψι(z, p) are

(2.15) Ψ^*, 0) = Γ ** ° ] , Q^s, 0) = 0 , Ψ^O, 0) = 0 .
L ^\ ^> "/ ^J

Hence the condition (1.2) is equivalent to

(2.16)

The condition for Ψχ(#, p) corresponding to the condition (1.1) is rather
complicated. To find this we need the next proposition.

Proposition 2.3. There exists a unique solution of equation (2.16) such that
on the axis ρ=0

) o]' W*'°) = °'

(9?Ψιι)(«, 0) = -(82ΨJ(*, 0) = Ψϊ^*) , (θ ψJC*, 0) = Ψ?2(ar)

for any Ψ21(*)> Ψ°2(^) ««<ί Ψf2(ar)eΛ[[a]] roAere roe

«/ λ _l ( t P ) ~
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Proof. A proof is given in Appendix A and B. q.e.d.

By using equation (2.3) and (2.4) we can calculate l(8p/12)(#, 0) and (8ί/u)(#, 0):

(9p7ι2)(*> 0) = - ITWΓΘ./W , (βί/uX*. 0) =

where we denote /(*)=/(#, 0) and %(*)=%(*, 0). In terms of Ψx(^, p), it

follows that

(2.18) (βίΨΛC*, 0) = -

Conversely, given χ(#), /(*).e /?[[*]] such that %(0)=0, /(0)ΦO for any

Ψι(z, p) subject to (2.15), (2.17) and (2.18), we can find a symmetric matrix
function h(z, p) which satisfies equation (1.9) with the condition (1.2) as follows.

Find the solution of the Enrst equation such that <£(#, 0)= /(#)+*%(#) and define
the mettic coefficients hab by equation (2.3) and the initial conditions (2.7):

indeed, h(zy p) is symmetric. Then the uniqueness of Ψ^s, p) implies that

8,Ψ1=p8pΛ A-1'and8pΨ1=--p8IA Λ-1.
In our fixed gauge conditions the above discussion proves that:

Proposition 2.4. Let h(z, p)e V0 and Ψ^*, p) be the coefficient of w~l of the

ψ -potential of h. Ifh(z, p) and ψfa p) satisfy (i) and (ii) of (1.11), then Ψ^ar, p)
satisfies (2.17) #m/ (2.18). Conversely, for given %(#), /(jar)eΛ[[;ar]] such that

χ(0)=Oα«έ//(0)Φθ, fcί Ψj^, p) 6^ ίAβ w/wίάm o/ equation (2.14) wώA (2.15),
(2.17) and (2.18). TAew ίA^r^ ^wίί uniquely an h(z, p)e^/(2, Λ[[ar]]) satisfying

-\ θpΨj-- pdji h'1 and th=hί det(A)--p2.

3. Proof of Lemma

Before we prove Lemma, we give some properties of the Ψ-potential for

Minkowski space-time. The metric of Minkowski space-time takes the form
in cylindrical coordinates

ds* = -(dtγ+p\dθγ+(d*γ+(dpγ .

[p2 01 Γ2 01
In our gauge we have A— , C7— and V=0. Its Ψ-potential

LO ~~iJ LO oj
, p, w) is

By using the infinite order differential operator, we can have an expression of
1- Zzϊc-
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w w2

Hence we obtain

Proof of Lemma. By virtue of the commutator relation

[8P, exp ((p*l2w)dft = (pin) exp ((p*!2w)dt)Q,

and

[8., exp ((pW9z)] = -(/>2/2O exp ((p>l2w)Q,)Qt ,

we find that

+Ψ(*. p, w) exp (4- " d\ΐθd,+2wdu) {u(zo-2z) - [ψ«>(ar, 0, ro)]'1}
\ 2 zσ /

P , w - * , P , »
-Ψ(^, p, to) exp ((p2/2^)34) {u(w-2z) [ψw^, 0, ̂ )]̂  - 1/<°>(*, 0)} .

Since t/(0)(#, 0)=3zΨ1(j2r, 0) is the constant matrix, we have

p, u)]-l+X+(*9 p, w) υ*>(z, 0). [*+(*, p, e )̂]

Similarly we obtain

DJC+fr p, w) [JΓ+(Λ, p, eo)]-1 = Z)2Ψ(^, p, w

Since ^Γ+(0, 0, w)=w(tt?) and w(ί) is invertible in ^/(2, Λf[ί]]), the inverse matrix
(X+(z, p, w?))""1 contains no negative power of w. Hence the left hand sides of
the above relations contain no negative power of w. Therefore the right hand
sides are independent of the variable w. q.e.d.

4. Proof of Theorem 1

The second statement of Theorem 2 is easily proved by using the first state-
ment as follows. The property (P) is equivalent to (Φ-</)yez H=0 where we set
ψ_y=0 for y<0. By the assumption Ψ0=l we have (Ψ-/)y<0 B<-)=— (Hoy)y<0.
Hence (Ψ_y)y<0 is unique and is expressed as

(4.1) (Ψ.^o^-CSo^o ίHc.))-1.

Proof of the first statement is composed of the next two steps. In each
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step we shall prove the invertibility of B(_)(#, 0) and S(_)(#, p), respectively.

The 1st step. Recall that the Ψ-potential of Minkowski space-time is

Ψ(0)(#,p, ttO= P I Since Ψ*0)*Cs» 0)=0 for k>2, itL o ij
follows that Wk(z) can be defined and have the form

0 k<-2

(4.2) Wk(x)= ^(-2^)Ψ(

1

0)*(^, 0) Λ=-l

where as given in the previous section

(4.3) Ψi0)*(*f 0) .
v ' v ' ' Λ 0

From the definition, B(-)(<2f, 0) has the expression

where K is an ooχoo matrix (/Cf y)ί<0. Easily we can see that Kfj=0 for
y-ί^-2, Jε"«=0 and ord(ίΓlV)> 1 for/—ί= — l. Here for any/e^/(2, Λ[[«]])
we say ord(/)># when/ has the formf=z*g for

Lemma 4.1. Let (K*)^ be the (i,j) component of K*. Then

(1) (*"),y = 0, j-i^-n-l

( 2 ) ord(^:n)ίV>w~w , y— ί = —n+2m , — rc+2w+l

in = 0, 1, •••, n— 1 .

Proof. We prove these by induction on n. For n=l, the statement is
trivial. Assume (1) and (2) are true for n. Then (K^^—^^K^K^^
By the assumption we see that

Hence K*+1 can be defined and the first statement immediately follows. Fur-
ther, since Jfξ-,—0, we have

In the case of j— i=— (n+l)+2m for m=0y 1, •• ,w, 7— p<j— (/+!) =
2(fff— 1) and so ord(jfiCΛ)^y>w+l— w for WΦO. Therefore by using
^1 and ord(X^n+1)>/f~iff for mΦw, we obtain
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m forj-i = -(n

m = 1, 2, •••, ft .

If m=Q, then w+ -ί-1. Hence (Kn+l)iJ=Ki^l(KΛ)ί,lJ and ord(K»+1)>n+l.
Similarly we can prove the second statement in the case of m=n. q.e.d.

Now we can define the inverse of Ξ(_)(#, 0) by Neumann power series,
namely,

From Lemma 4.1, ord(/sΓ*)f y^[(n+i— j')/2], hence the above Neumann power
series is well defined in Λ[|X|].

The 2nd step. By using the next Lemma Ξ(_)(#, p) can be expressed as

where H=Σΐ-ι (B(_,(*, 0))~l.

Lemma 4.2. For any me N the product

&->(*, OϊΓ KW^s)

is well defined.

Proof. Since we have an expression

(B(_,(*, O))-1 = ΣΓ-β K" , ord(^") > [(n+i-Λ/2]

for some matrix ,̂ we obtain

Here

= Σίiri1

Hence for large w, we have

ord(A:"8r(»0.1+.))<y^: {(n+i-j-m-

q.e.d.

From the proof of Lemma 4.2, we can easily show that H has the form

(4.4) 2

(fl...(*)),y = 0 for j-ί<-n-m-2.

To see that H2 is well defined, it is sufficient to prove that we can define
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ΣΓ,-o Hm^n^ Hn^z). By virtue of the second of (4.4) we first have

where a=i—nl—ml—\ and b=j+n2+m2+l. The first of (4.4) asserts that

+ '•-*— .-1] > [ «L±p

for a<k<by k<0. Therefore it follows that

(4.5)

Suppose that ord(fl"jlllfίll(j») fl'lll2flll(jar))|.y^r. Then by using (4.5) we can easily
show that

n^Zr— i+m1+29 n2^4r—2i+2m1+m2+5 .

Hence the infinite sum Σΐ^o Hmitnι(z) - HmΛtΛΛ(st) can be defined.
In the following we prove that the product £Γ2 (B(_)(ar, O))"1 can be defined.

It is sufficient to prove that we can define the product {Σΐt-iiHmι,nί(z) Hm2ttl2(z)}
(Ξ(_)(#, O))-1. From (4.5) we have

ord( {Hmίtnι(z) £fm2,W2(^)} |V (B(.,(

n1+i—m1~] [n2—nl+i—k—ml—m2—2~
~2 J' L 2

for any A<0. Also suppose that

Then we can see that nl<2r— i+m1+2, n2<4r—2i+2ml+m2+5 and Λ>— 4r+

2^-2^-^-6. Thus the product Σί-oίfl., n,̂ )'̂ ^)} -(Bw(ar, O))-1)
is well defined.

Similarly we can prove that H* and /fn (Ξ(_)(#, O))"1 is well defined.
Therefore we a can define (B(_>(#, p))"1 by

where we use the fact oτdp(Hn)>n.
Finally we prove the well-definedness of the product S(^f, p) E((_)(#, p))"1.

The matrix B(̂ , p) has an expression
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H(*, p) =

where (B(m)(*, 0)=(B/_1(lfy(ar, 0))I eZ,y<0. By using the fact (4.2) we have

(B(β>(*, O)),., = 0 for j-i+m<-2.

Hence the product B(#, p) (B(_)(#, p))"1 can be defined.

5. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3

In Section 3 and 4 we proved that for any invertible
there exists uniquely Ψ(#, p, w) such that

(5.1) X+(z, p, w) = Ψ(a, p, to) exp - fr(«-2*) IW*. °> «OΓ>
\ 2 a? /

contains no negative power of w. Suppose that u(t) is an element of
?/(2, Λ [[£]]) satisfying the assumption of Theorem 2. Let ΦΊ(^, p) be the solu-
tion of equation (2.14) determined by the initial conditions (cf. Proposition 2.3)

(5,2)

where f(z)=l/un(—2z) and #(*)= — 2^ί/21(— 2ar)/ιιn(— Zar). From Proposition 2.4,
Φj(^, p) is the coefficient of αΓ1 of the Ψ-potential Φ(̂ , p, w) associated with
some h(z, p) e F0. In the following we shall show tht that Ψ^*, p) satisfies the
same initial conditions (5.2). Then by using Proposition 2.3 we have Ψ(#, p, a?)
=Ψ(#, p, w). Thus Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 are proved at the same time.
We first show that:

Lemma 5.1. One has Φ(*, 0, w)=Ψ(*, 0, w).

Proof. Set p=0 in (5.1). Then Ψ(.sr, 0, w) is the unique one such that
X+(z, 0, w) has no negative power of w. The uniqueness is easily verified by
using the fact that B(_)(2, 0) defined in the previous section is invertible.
Therefore it is sufficient to show tht that £+(z, 0, «o) = Φ(ar, 0, tϋ) u(ιo—2x)
[Ψ(0)(#, 0, zΰ)]"1 has no negative power of w. Recall that the Ψ-potential
Ψ(#, p, w) is a solution of the pair of differential equations

, p, to) = (8βΦ!(*, p))Ψ(#, p,
(5.3)

, p, w) = -(θpΦΛ*, p))Ψ(^, p, w) -
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Hence we easily obtain

0

65

w—2z

*(*)
w—2z

Thus we have

£+(*, 0, n) =
ιiu(w-2g) r\ I* \

10—2z

\_(X+)21(z, 0, w) (1+y*. 0, w)

where

+)2ι(*> 0, w) = -
w

—^Ww-2*),
W /

1
Here we note tht that for any v^<?J(2, R[[%]]) the product α can be

w—2%

defined because =— ΣΓ=o(—) . By the assumption #12(0)—0, all com-
w—2z w \w I

ponents except (X+)2l(^, 0, w) have no negative power of w. The (2,1) compo-
nent is

.)„(*, 0, w)

-
κ\

Hence ~%(%)un(-~2z)—2zu2l(~2z), which is the coefficient of w~l, equals zero.
q.e.d.

In the next step we shall prove that (9PΨ)(#, 0, w)= 0. Because

8P*+(*, p, 10) = 3PΨ(^ p, «σ) ^ {u(w-2ar) [ψW(Λ> 0, zϋ)]-1}

, 0,

where

2

we obtain

dPX+(z, 0, w) - ΘPΨ(^, 0, «0 κ(w

Therefore also by using the invertibility of H(_)

, 0,

, 0) we have 3PΨ(#, 0, w)=Q.
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Here we will prove

(Θ*ΨU)(*, 0) = -(8;ψβ)(*, 0) = [/(*)]->9,/(*) .

Proof. Operate 3P to the second of equation (5.3) and set p=0, then

(5.4) «9*Φ(a, 0, 0) = 8,ψ(a, 0, w)+[3p

2Ψ1(«, 0)] Ψ(«, 0, w) .

Similarly in the second step we have

QlX+(*, 0, w) = 9*Ψ(*, 0, w) «(w-2*) [ψ«>(*, 0, w)]-1

, 0, w)]'1}.

In Lemma 5.1 we proved that Ψ(zy 0, w)=Ψ(*, w, 0). Therefore if 9pJ^+(^, 0, «α)
has no negative power of βα, then we have 9pΦ(^, 0, w) = d2

pΨ(Zj 0, «;). By
equations (2.3) and (2.4) one can show that ΘJΦ^a, 0) has the form

where

Substituting (5.5) into (5.4) we have

(5.6) , 0, w) =

where a>9 2̂1(*, 0, «>) = — *— (
zo— 2z\

of (5.6) we have

d*(X+)u(*, 0, w) = -A.«iV(«β-2sr)-

(»-2ar)t w-2s

r, 0, w) ίχ*

^(ar) +u>G(z)-±(z)F(z)} . By virtue
)

+)12(^ 0, α) = 3

+)2ι( s, 0, w) =

w

w
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0, to) = -IθJ
zfl— 2# J ΊJO—

W W

By using the conditions wn(— 2#)/(#) = 1, %(#) — — 2£tt21(— 2#)/wn(— 2#) and
tti2(0)=0, one can show that 9p(^+)n(^, 0, w) and 9p(j£+)12(#, 0, 20) have no

negative power of w and the coefficients of W2 and W1 in 3p(^+)21(5f, 0, w)

vanishes. Finally the coefficient of W1 in 9p(^+)22(^, 0, w) is

which vanishes by virtue of det(w(ί))=l. q.e.d.

Further assume u12(i)=fu2l(t). Finally we will show that

By Appendix A and the previous results, (dpΨ^ (#, 0) takes the form

for some H, I, KGR[[z]]. Similarly as before we have

9ίΨ(*, 0, *) = 38^JΨ(«, 0, wJ+ίθίΨ^, 0))Ψ(*. 0,

+3( β ΨΛ*. 0))8;ψ(«, 0, ») ,

*(J:+)(*, 0, w) = (9p

4Ψ(s, 0, w)).«(w-2*).[ψro(*, 0,

— 9^Ψ(«, 0, ίo)92{«(ω-2^).[ψW(«, 0,

+ - Ψ(*. 0, w)9H«(w-2^) [Ψ(0)(^, 0, ω)]-1} .
W

Since the coefficient of w'1 in the (1,2) component of Q*X+(z, 0, w) vanishes,

we get

On the other hand
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+6F(x)uίl(-2x)Q. {

«ιι(-2«)

Hence when ul2(t)—f uΆ(t) we have

/(a) = (θiΨuX*. 0) = -3[/(a)]"8ϊ*(*) .

Therefore Φj(^, p) and Ψχ(^, p) satisfy the same initial conditions and hence

Φ(*, p, w)=Ψ(*> p, w).

Appendix A

Let M?Ί(#, p) be a solution of equation (2.14) such that

and (ΘJΨJίΛ, 0)+(9^Ψ22)(^, 0)=0. Then

Ψn(*, p)+Ψ22(^, p) = 2ar .

Proof. Taking the trace of equation (2.14), we have

(2.14)' pQlγ(*9 p)+pQfr(*,lp)-d,7(*, p) = 0

where we denote γ(#, p)=Ψu(«, p)+Ψ22(^, p). Since γ(s, 0)=2.2f, 3pγ(^, 0)=0

and 3pγ(#, p)=0, we can express γ(z, p) as γ(^, p)^2^+ΣΓ«0 Ύk(z)pk+3 Substi-
tuting this expression into (2.14)' we have Ύ0(z)=fγl(z)=0 and (k-\-l)(k+3) γ^z)

+d2

2

rγk-.2(z)=Q for k>2. Hence it follows that γk(z)=Q for all k^N. q.e.d.

Appendix B

The proof of Proposition 2.3. By virtue of Appendix A, equation (2.14)

is equivalent to

(B.i) PdlΨ22+pd2

pψ^-dPψ22+dPψ2ldzψ12-dzψ2ldPψ12 = o ,
(B.2) p8ϊΨ12+p8?Ψ12-38pΨ12+2(8IΨ128,Ψ22-8IΨ128pΨB) - 0 ,

(B.3) pdlΨ21+pdlΨ21+dPψ?1+2(dPψ22dzψ21-dzψ22dPψ21) = o .

Under the assumptions in Proposition 2.3 the components Ψ22, Ψ2ι and Ψ12 take

the form

Ψa(*, P) = ΣΓ-o

= ΣΓ-o
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Substituting these into (B.I), (B.2) and (B.3) we have for any k, m, n^

<B 4>

<RS>

• - J = 0 >

J, I 9 9 1

(B.6)

+2 Σ"">-' ((,.+i)K.+2)Γφ? (') i) φ '( )

where we set ψk

ij(z)=0 for k<0.

Since Ψ2ι(^)> ^22 and Ψ?2 are given as the initial data, equations (B.4), (B.5) and

(B.6) uniquely determine the solutions of equation (2.14). q.e.d.
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